This study is aimed at developing a method f o r analysing 3 0 structure of a scene considering a monocular image sequence, with an uncalibrated camera -as for an active visual system-and using a continuous model of motion, consider-ing that the scene is static. This work is a continuation of /91. lem presentation.
, for a translation (t,, t,, t Z ) and a rotation (w,, w y r wZ), is now : du = C , + n u + b z~ du = C,,+cu+dtr (4) A set of 3 points give us a system of 6 linear equations with 6 unknowns, and a unique solution if the points are noncollinear. Thus, we make use of the Delaunay triangulation as implemented by [3] on the first frame and triangulate the second frame by points-corresponding. Furthermore we assume that (e,, C,, a , b, c, d ) are constant in each triangle.
From these unknowns, bound to the motion parameters, to the normals to the facets and to the intrinsics parameters, we obtain quadratic equations which allow us to determine, up to a constant, the 2 first components of the normal and, by a similar way, the rotation vector :
Knowing that, in our case, the rotation vector is constant, we first calculate this vector by minimization for all facets. Then, we deduce the last component of the rotation vector and the 2 first components of the normal to each facet with the following equations, optimal in the sense of leastsquares :
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In the case of more than two frames, we will consider only the points who are present on the whole sequence and take the mean of the ratio iVy/Nz, the rotation in 3 has been taken into account in the calculation.
Self-calibration.
In order to eliminate the unknown 2 : for each facet we use :
On other hand, we obtain a pseudo-linear equation ( which describes the coritinuity between two facets. If f k = 0, we only require the two depths to be equal, or else, we estimate some variation in depth, as discussed in [6] .
We then fix the depth of one point of the Delaunay triangulation and determi ne by propagation on the triangulation the depths of all the vertices, up to a scale factor. It is obvious that the order of the propagation will influence the result in the real case. We then consider this as an initialization for an algorithm who will choice randomly a neighbor facet between all facets neighboring a facet and minimizing a criterion which consist of a term of measures and a term of fusion :
minimized with respect to the depths d h , parameterized by t , = 1.5 pixels, t , = 1.3 pixels and t , = 0, using synthetical data.
f and constrained by equation :
Recovering the depths.
The retinal depth is defined, from ( 2 ) , by :
Relation with t.he perspective projection.
where f ' is a global undeterminated factor, whereas Zk depends on the local plane equation, for a planar patch of index k. We write In the practical case, the model who corresponds the best to our camera is the projective model. But, we demonstrate here the equivalence of the two models for specific displacements.
Let us consider our perspective projection model again,
i.e. :
(13) 
while C, and C, are huge expressions of the motion and structure parameters but can be simplified with a few algebra :
In the case of w, = wy = 0, by elimination of f in the previous equations ( f = 2 is not constant on the frame, only locally), we can obtain a criterion between uo, UO, 2 if t , # 0 and the parameters from which, by minimization, we can compute the location of the optical center and, up to a scalar factor, the translation, as detailled in the sequel.
As expected, we obtain -for a planar patch under a perspective projection-a quadratic model of the retinal motion field, which parameters do not correspond to the affine model obtained in equation (3), and must be estimated using at least four points. However, these two models can be related in two situations: It might be noted that 20 depends on the points depth but this scale factor disappears in all equations such as in (6) so that it will not perturbate the solution.
This situation will not be considered here, i.e. we will
So, we have demonstrated that the projective and affine models are equivalent in case of displacements for which the retinal plane is constant (translation parallel to the retinal plane and rotation orthogonal to the retinal plane). In the case of displacement for which the retinal plane is approximately invariant, the approximation is better if we are close to the fovea (figure (eflowrt)) as, naturally, in most vision problems [8, 5 , 2,4, I] . 
Active vision strategie.
It is obvious that the task must be performed using active visual strategies, as already used in [8] , given us the possibility to reconstruct the scene, up to an affine transformation. In fact, the residual error computed during the minimization step is related to the component of the displacement for which the retinal plane is not constant. So, we know if the From the shape of these curves, we conclude that it is possible to perform, on such a robotic system, the displacement which allow the 3D-reconstruction of the scene with our simplified model.
Implementation on a robotic system : Arg&
The Argbs monocular system is an experimental platform used to experiment 3D active vision algorithms', composed by a rail on which a pan and tilt turret is mounted, moving a camera with a remote-controlled zoom and focus.
The experiment validating our results has been performed by taking several video sequences, the rail moving, each sequence is different from another by the orientation of the optical axis with respect to the rail-axis. For a given tilt, we have tested different values of pan, thus with translation along the optical axis. The aspect of the obtained curves ' The hardware is made of on-the-shelf components : a Computer controlled color CCD Camera Acoml PAL with a f=5.9 to 47.2 mmzoom-lens, automatic AGC 18dB and motor ins F1.4 to F22. a numerical auto-focus on lobits, white balance, plus rs232C and video interface. SM ratio is better than 46dB. resolution better that 450x400. and minimal illumination 6 luxs; a Pan-tilt turret, from RobotSoft, with a resolution of 3.086 minutes of arcs, a 4 Ibs capacity and a speed up to 300 deg/sec. using constant current bipolar motor drives, via a rs232C interface; a linear degree of freedom, from CharlyRobot, with a resolution of 0. I mm, using a slow screw driven control; a SunVideo acquisition board. based on the xi1 library.All info can be found in. htrp://www.inna.fr/robotvis/personnel/vthie~/acvisdemo/arges/arges.html )). The displacements validating the previous equations are those for which the retinal plane is invariant. This allows an optimal 3D-reconstruction. Nevertheless, the reconstruction is more sensitive, in the real case, to experimentation errors than predicted by the theory, because a lot of external perturbations has to be taken into account (quality of low-level operations, light variation, false matches, . ..). The medium quality of the reconstructions (see figures (7) and (8) ) is due, in our case, more to the external sources of errors than to the erroneous displacement.
Conclusion.
Thanks to the integration of active visual perception, we have demonstrated that it is always possible to achieve a displacement so that the previous model is valid, and we can very easily reconstruct the observed scene. In the case where this motion is approximative, i.e. only partially verifies the required constraints, we have verified that the model is still approximatively valid close to the retina.
At an experimental level, an implementation on a robotic system taking an image sequence as input, allows us to compute the predefined motion fields and calculate the reconstruction up to a particular affine transform of the scene.
